Magic with Ravelli

Teacher: Ravelli the Magician

School/Organization: INTERACTIVE ACADEMY

Primary Art Form: MAGIC

Brief Bio:
I'm a versatile, multi-talented entertainer specializing in Magic and International Folk Music for young and grown-up audiences since 1984. In 1993, I became a Florida Resident and continued performing and teaching Magic or Music at most of the Theme Parks, Hotels, Schools and Major Public Events. I currently own a Magic Shop in Auburndale, FL, selling and teaching Magic. I try to preserve this beautiful and skillful form of Art.

Session Description:
In each session the student discovers the secrets and learns how to perform 2 or 3 magic tricks with common objects that you find around the house, explained step by step in a fun and easy way by Master Magician RAVELLI. This class is entertaining and helps everyone to develop dexterity and self-esteem, and leaves you with a sense of achievement every time.

Word Session Description (suitable for promotional and program materials):
Bored staying at home....? Learn how to perform Magic for your Children Family and Friends in Six Weeks, Twelve half hour sessions of Magical Fun with Master Magician RAVELLI. Learn and impress everyone with skills that will last a lifetime.